Omnity.io Semantically Maps Documents in 100+ Languages to Enable Multilingual
Research & Discovery
Semantic Search & Discovery Platform Now Enables R&D Scientists, Engineers, and Legal Researchers to Overcome Language Barriers in Their
Search for Unique Insights that Drive Innovation
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SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 13, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Omnity (www.omnity.io) -- the leading next-generation research and discovery engine for knowledge workers -announced today multilingual search capability in more than 100 languages, including English, German, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Farsi, and Arabic. Breaking through language barriers with semantic machine intelligence, Omnity helps researchers and innovators discover unique insights
regardless of the language of their source documents.

Using its semantic language mapping technology, Omnity can match documents to ﬁnd highly relevant results from its proprietary document database, which
includes patents, scientiﬁc, engineering and medical literature, clinical trials, case laws, SEC ﬁlings, company proﬁles and much more.

The Omnity research and discovery engine can now ingest contents in more than 100 languages to deliver English-language results for patents, scientiﬁc, engineering and medical
literature, clinical trials, case laws, SEC ﬁlings, company proﬁles and much more.

Omnity's language-neutral search technology mathematically identiﬁes the most unique words in a document irrespective of their source language and matches
them to semantically-related documents in one of the world's largest document databases. The resulting knowledge discoveries are based on the best possible
contextual and semantic match. Connections between documents can be illustrated in highly detailed and visualized charts, graphs, and maps.

"Unifying search and empowering knowledge workers to use documents from all the world's most-used languages enables a powerful global research capability,"
said Brian Sager, co-founder & CEO of Omnity. "Transcending language barriers, our platform rapidly detects highly semantically-related documents mapped from
otherwise hard-to-access foreign language source documents."

Omnity's multilingual capability launches today for all its users, from free public users to enterprise-level customers. Try out Omnity's language-neutral knowledge
discovery platform today -- visit www.omnity.io to sign up for a free account.

About Omnity
Omnity oﬀers a next-generation research and discovery engine, which enables users to discover otherwise hidden patterns of interconnectedness within and
between knowledge domains. Omnity's semantic connectivity technology reveals unique insights that sharpen focus and drive innovation. CEO and co-founder
Brian Sager is a serial entrepreneur who holds a Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Stanford University, was a Whitney Fellow at Harvard and MIT, and has more than 120
patents issued or pending. More information about Omnity can be found at www.omnity.io.
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